Case Study Ruralco

Esker Accounts Payable Automation

“It (Esker) just works. It has an app, it has delegation
of authority, it has complete visibility. I can log-in
with my phone and find any invoice, see where it is in
the process, and even approve it, in seconds.”
– Oliver O'Neill, Group CFO
Ruralco

How Ruralco
accelerated
Accounts
Payable with
automation
and intelligence

Ruralco provides farmers with all their farming
needs, including general farm supplies, seed,
fertiliser, fuel and energy. The co-op has
annual revenues of approximately $250 million.
With its business being hampered by
time-consuming manual accounts payable
processes, Canterbury-based national
agriculture co-operative Ruralco looked to
Fuji Xerox New Zealand for a better solution.
With the introduction of Esker Accounts
Payable Automation, the company has
revolutionised this key process, driving down
the costs of invoice processing while
achieving complete visibility and improving
governance and control. In addition, the
solution has an estimated payback time of
just 12 months, demonstrating a remarkably
rapid return on their investment.

S I T U AT I O N
Upon joining Ruralco, group CFO Oliver O'Neill
found a situation which, from an accounting
perspective, was tedious and time consuming.
“We have 16 000 SKUs. We sell everything
from pipe fittings to bulk grain and ship from
Canterbury all over New Zealand. We even
sell products that we don’t stock [drop shipping].
In addition to the standard agricultural
co-op retailing, we also have a large energy
business with all the requirements for irrigation
in mid-Canterbury and handle all the billing
and invoicing related to that. We also have
a seed business, and have charge cards
which accumulate invoices that are sent in a
single statement to customers at the end of
the month.”

With tens of thousands of invoices
processed per month, Ruralco also makes
payments every day.
Further complicating the company’s
Accounts Payable (AP) environment is that it
has different terms of freight with various
suppliers, and must manage inventory
across a multitude of SKUs, with monthly
billings of over $20 million. “It was difficult
to manage,” says O’Neill.
“We had no overview of the [procure to pay]
cycle; there were paper invoices all over the
place – we received 90 percent of them by
email and typed them into the ERP system there were constant issues with inaccurate POs
from outdated price lists. When month-end
came, it was a constant struggle to get
everything closed, with approvers out of the
office, papers stacked here and there; to
get an idea, we literally needed a forklift to
find invoices if we needed them a year after
the fact.”
Ruralco at one point had 25 people employed
to handle the vast scope of their administrative
and financial processes and Oliver decided a
whole new approach was needed to cope
with their antiquated procedures and
associated volume of transactions

“It wasn’t like other IT
companies where you get a
nasty surprise with the pricing;
they were clear and upfront.
And in terms of support and
a customisation to handle
drop shipping, it’s been
nothing short of excellent.”

SOLUT ION
A commitment to make a change to a situation
which was clearly less than optimal came
directly from the company’s raison d etre,
said O’Neill. “We are a company that thinks
differently and leverages technology to
lower input costs to increase margins for our
members,” he noted.
Having learned about Esker Accounts Payable
automation software from an associate,
Ruralco requested a demonstration from
Fuji Xerox New Zealand Enterprise
Consulting, while also evaluating other
systems available on the open market.

Esker’s Accounts Payable automation software
allows businesses to eliminate the manual
pains of traditional AP invoice processing
with intelligent capture, touchless processing
and electronic workflow capabilities.
And it quickly won over O’Neill: “Esker was miles
better than the competition. And it was easy
to set up, with a one-week on-site training.
And it is so easy to use, a child could go in
there, get started and within an hour have
it up and running and processing invoices.
I’m not kidding.”

R E S U LT S
With Esker, explains O’Neill, Ruralco has a full
overview of where invoices are at all times,
with a dashboard view of how many invoices
are being processed per person per day.
Dynamic real-time reporting shows where
invoices are in the process and how long it is
taking an approver to action an invoice.
Approvers use the mobile app to view their
invoice queue and approve invoices,
significantly accelerating processing.
Additionally, all the invoices are stored in the
cloud for 7 years, effectively putting the
forklift out of work.
“The invoices are sent by suppliers to a
dedicated AP address which automatically
sends them into Esker. With approved vendors,
there’s straight-through processing and
payment happens automatically. And best
of all, we literally no longer have a single
piece of paper coming through the finance
team,” adds O’Neill.

Since implementing the cloud software in
April this year, O’Neill says there has been
zero downtime. “It just works. It has an app,
it has delegation of authority, it has
complete visibility. I can log-in with my phone
and find any invoice, see where it is in the
process, and even approve it, in seconds.”
He has praise for Fuji Xerox New Zealand,
which handled the implementation
and support. “It wasn’t like other IT companies
where you get a nasty surprise with the
pricing; they were clear and upfront. And in
terms of support and a customisation to
handle drop shipping, it’s been nothing short
of excellent.”
Integration with the company’s ERP system
– in this case, Microsoft Dynamics Great Plains
– presented little in the way of a challenge,
he adds. “And we’re the first in New Zealand
to integrate with GP. It wasn’t hard.”

From 25 staff members in the finance
department, Ruralco is now down to just 6
individuals, ‘two and a half’ of whom are
focused on Accounts Payable. “The system
just works. When done manually, we had
people drowning in paper. Now, we’re not
fighting fires the whole time, but doing
value-added tasks which benefit the
business, while AP largely handles itself.”
All that, O’Neill says, is why the payback
period is calculated at around 12 months.
And there’s one final benefit which has
flowed from the introduction of intelligent
automation to the AP process: fertile ground
now exists for the further introduction of
smart technology. “It’s the tip of the
iceberg and there’s a lot more to come.
The success of this project means we’re
very open to further technological
advancement,” he concludes.

AT A G L A N C E

NEXT STEPS

Company:

Book a demo and get expert advice on
Accounts Payable Automation

Ruralco
www.ruralco.co.nz

Industry:
Agribusiness

CLICK HERE TO BOOK A DEMO

Business requirements:
•

Visibility and transparency on procure to pay cycle

•

Reduce reliance on paper invoices

•

Streamline and automate accounts payable process

•

Reduce time and resources to process and search for invoices

•

Eliminate overpayments and double payments

Solution:
•

Cloud-based Esker Accounts Payable automation software
with intelligent capture, mobile enabled and electronic workflow
capabilities implemented by Fuji Xerox New Zealand

Outcomes:
•

Reduced number of staff members processing invoices

•

Achieved payback in 12 months

•

Integration with Microsoft Dynamics Great Plains
(1st in New Zealand)

•

Dynamic real-time reporting

•

Straight-through processing for invoices
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